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DESCRIPTION

Carton packing tape are made from thin sheets of
bioriented polypropylene (BOPP) which serves as the
backing material. These backing materials are then coated
with various thicknesses of acrylic adhesives for different
weighting requirements. And according to the season,
different temperature range tapes can be elected.

Since BOPP tapes posses the unique quality of being light
weight, nonstretchable, they therefore have been widely
adopted in automated carton packing machinery
throughout the industries

Thickness:15-50mic,made of recycled materials,
reusable
width:300mm-500mm
colour:transparent or black
2"(50mm) or 3"(75mm) paper core
Grade: Hand use, semi-automatic machine use,
auto-machine use
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SPECIFIC DETAIL

Thickness:35-65mic with water base acrylic glue
width:12-150mm
length:20-1100m
inner core:3" paper core ,can be printed with logo
various colors available:
clear,tan/brown/coffee,stuff.etc.Can be printed
with 4 colour pattern
stand shrink or flat shrink according to the standard

LLDPE Stretch Film, is widely used in pallet
packing of bulk goods during transportation or
warehouse storage
Lightweight, strong tenacity,
 excellent puncture resistance
Good self-adhesive
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STATIONERY
TAPE

OPP JUMBO
 ROLLFUTON-004

FUTON-003

 Thin sheets of bioriented polypropylene (BOPP)
which serves as the backing material. These backing
materials are then coated with various thicknesses of
acrylic adhesives for different weighting
requirements.It is popular for clients who already
have adhesive tape slitting machines.

Thickness:35-65mic with water base acrylic glue
width:0.98m,10.4m,1.28m,1.6m
length:4000m
colour:transparent,tan/brown/coffee,stuff,or for the
client's require
bubble sheet and corrugate paper coated for export
packaging

 Stationery tape is made out of BOPP and coated
with water based acrylic glue . It could be printed
any logo in it, it could be made into easy to tear and
hard to tear and made into invisible also. Stionery
tape is widely used  for ordinary office packing and
school fixing or combination  and it is also good for
super market sales

Thickness:35-65mic with water base acrylic glue
width:12mm,15mm,17mm,18mm,24mm etc
colour:transparent,tan/brown,coffee,stuff,etc;
3" paper core ,can be printed with colourful logo
or 2" platic core.
packing:standing pack or flat pack according to the
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MASKING
TAPE

DOUBLE -SIDE
TAPEFUTON-006

It's made with tissue paper as the backing material.
As the double sided terms implies, the tapes use
solvent based, water based, hot melt based adhesive
to coat both sides of backing material. They are then
pressed on to release paper for separation purposes
It's characterized by excellent thickness, easy tear
and good adhesion, suitable for decoration, sealing
documents, postal service and shoe making industry.
 Best choice for the office, home and school

Thickness:80mic,90mic,100mic
width:24mm,48mm etc
can be special packed as request

 Masking tape is made from crepe paper as the
backing material which is coated with ruber based

adhesive. The adhesive is formulated so that it leaves
no traces after removing the tape.

 Widely applied to household and industry for
bunding, sealing, holding surface protection

Protaction of mirror or glass egdes against hurting
people

Thickness:130,145mic etc.
The temperature: 60 degree(normal use), 80
degree(automobile use), 120 degree.
Can be special packed as requestFUTON-005
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CLOTH DUCT
TAPE

KRAFT PAPER
TAPE

PVC
INSULATION

TAPE

FUTON-007

FUTON-008

FUTON-009

Take PVC film as its backing material, coated with
Acrylic solvent glue, have wonderful proformance in
wire/cable/ wrapping.
insulation, flame retardancy, cold resistance, voltage
resistance, acid and alkali resistance, and solvent
resistance.

Specification: 0.13mm x 19mm x 10yds;
0.13mm x 19mm x 20yds;
0.15mm x 19mm x 20yds;
7mil x 3/4" x 60ft.

 kraft paper tape are most frequently used for
packaging, carton sealing, is activated by water.
High adhesion, strong tensile strength.
Sealing all carton, steadying and bundling.

Coated with heat-melt PSAs (or rubber PSAs) onto
kraft paper, the tapes are designed for package.
Thickness: 135mic-160mic
Length: 20m-60m
Width: 12mm-48mm
Color: (it can be bear130), yellow

Take textile fibre colth as the backing material, It is
designed for the reinforced protection of various
pipes and objects

Backing Carrier: textile fiber cloth and PE
Adhesive: hot melt
Mesh: 35, 50, 70
Thickness, Width and length: according to clients'
requests
Excellent initial tack
Water and moisture proof
Suitable for the reinforced protection of pipes,
objects and heavy weight sealing tasks  Carrier:
textile fiber cloth
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Contact inforamtion:
SALES DEPARTMENT
FUTON (SHENZHEN) ADHESIVE PRODUCTS CO.,LTD
FUTON PETRO CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY (HOLDINGS) LTD
ADD:NO 280A,XINSHENG RD,LONGGANG DIST,
         518116 SHENZHEN,P.R.C
TEL:+86 (0)755 84294482 EXT 842
FAX:+86 (0)755 84294483
CELL:86 13424151249
BUSINESS EMAIL:Aaron@futontape.com.cn
           OR EMAIL:Aaroncatzx@hotmail.com
WEBSITE:http://futontape.tradeprince.com/
                 http://www.futontape.com.cn/
MSN:aaroncatzx@hotmail.com
YAHOO:aaron_zhong84
SKYPE:aaroncatzx
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